-Crucifixation-
Lyrics: Schering
Music: Schering, Spoo, Maskas

Snake in body slave in mind
Contract the virus of mankind
Growing is this pestilence
From the seeds of negligence
Ignore the scholars of the ages
Face the text but skim the pages
Fueled by pseudo-intellect
Ebbs the tide to infect

Specious words are needed to justify
The heathen's faith that has to be modified
To form the demon's ideology
Severed from the seeds of theology
Without reason they turn now to ignorance
Shallow they drown in their own arrogance
Guilty of this sin, of soul's mutilation
Barring the scars of crucifixation

Apathy is the symptom
That defines this condition
Supplies the will's ambivalence
That creates this exigence
Elders shun and cast aside
Incongruent views from mine
Blinded by how they see
Corrupted by the thought of me

Specious words are needed to justify
The heathen's faith that has to be modified
To form the demon's ideology
Severed from the seeds of theology
Without reason they turn now to ignorance
Shallow they drown in their own arrogance
Guilty of this sin, of soul's mutilation
Barring the scars of crucifixation